
 

Live Netsnap Cam Server Feed This feed is of my own personal NAS server that I setup on my local network. I am currently running FreeNAS, but the information here is still applicable to other platforms. If you are following this blog (and you should be) then you know I am a fan of the Synology DS3615+ NAS. If you want to follow along with my setup or want some help installing your own, feel
free to check out my tutorial for it here: https://howtogeek. com/165245/set-up-a-synology-ds3615xs-first-time-user This NAS is equipped with 2x 2TB WD Red drives that are split into the backup, primary, and secondary drive configuration. The primary drive that is in my NAS is a WD10EURX which is a Red series drive. I have this setup with RAID 1 for the two drives so they are only being hit
for data redundancy. I have also set up multiple zones using DSManager on my Synology to logically separate off where my media is stored so they are not all in one place. This keeps track of which folder has which file vs just having everything together in one folder due to two different zones being used. Notice the master node is not on the same physical port as the non-master node. This is because
my firewall blocking ports 80 and 443 (web and SSH) prevents the two nodes from communicating. Since this is a NAS, both sides of it can be connected to via wired networks and I make use of a VPN to keep anything outside of my network from accessing it. This is what each zone looks like: The "music" zone stores all MP3s for MP3 players, such as an iPhone or iPad; this allows me to shuffle
music through my iOS devices without having to upload everything. The "TV" zone stores all of my TV shows that I have built a Plex server for. The "photo" zone stores all photos that I store on the NAS. This allows my wife and I to pull photos from our phones/iPods/iPads directly from the NAS using My Cloud Sync app. The "video" zone stores all videos, both movies and home movies. This is
where my Plex server lives for streaming to my Roku 3 in the living room, Samsung Smart TV in the bedroom, and iPad in bed at night. The video contains my ripped DVD's as well as .mkv's from multiple sources (Hulu, Google Drive, etc.). The zone I setup for the Plex server is the "video zone" with read-only access. This allows me to share my media on my local network so it is not going over the
VPN. Even though I have Plex server available on devices outside of my home network, I have found that streaming from a device over a VPN tends to be a bit spotty and only works when you are on a very fast connection. The last zone is "misc". This zone contains the primary drive from my NAS that has no purpose other than manual manual backups or just being able to move files from one NAS
to another without resorting to email attachments.
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